About Us

Hi there. **Safaruddin Hidayat Al Ikhsan.** Master Degree from Bogor Agricultural University (IPB) majoring in **Computer Sciences** (M.Kom).


Now, active as a lecturer based on Information Technology, IT Consultant in some company in Jakarta and Bogor. In addition, active at **HIPI / ISAI (Indonesian Society of Agriculture Informatics)**

The experiences of working show that Information Technology grow fast. Just move,
or u’ll regret in the future. Everything has changed. Therefore, I try to be better. Learn more about something new.

So let’s move... Don’t look backword for very long. Keep moving forward. Doing new things. Be usefull for others.

You all can contact Safars using Social Network, such as facebook, twitter or Y! on casafa_23. You can also email me on gmail

Here is Safar’s digital contact (use QR Code Scanner from your iPhone, Android, or other smartphone to read this code):